WHEEL–RAIL WEAR INVESTIGATION ON A HEAVY HAUL BALLOON LOOP TRACK THROUGH SIMULATIONS OF SLOW SPEED WAGON DYNAMICS
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Abstract. Heavy haul railway track infrastructure are commonly equipped with balloon loops to allow trains to be loaded/unloaded and/or to reverse the direction of travel. The slow operational speed of trains on these sharp curves results in some unique issues regarding the wear process between wheels and rails. A wagon dynamic system model has been applied to simulate the dynamic behaviour in order to study the wheel–rail contact wear conditions. A wheel–rail wear index is used to assess the wear severity. The simulation shows that the lubrication to reduce the wheel–rail contact friction coefficient can significantly reduce the wear severity. Furthermore, the effects of important parameters on wheel–rail contact wear including curve radius, wagon speed and track superelevation have also been considered.
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Introduction

Balloon loops are quite common in Australian heavy haul railway networks, which are equipped to allow heavy haul trains (Spiryagin et al. 2016) to be loaded/unloaded and to reverse the direction of travel without having to shunt or stop the train. Due to the characteristic of balloon loops with some severe sharp curves, the slow operational speed of heavy haul trains is necessary. The increasing competition driven by international markets have forced Australian heavy haul industries to operate with greater axle loads and longer trains than originally designed, but the corresponding track systems, especially rails, have not been upgraded, and an equivalent increase in maintenance effort has not occurred. These additional demands on the track can accelerate the deterioration of rails. The issues regarding the wear between wheel and rail and the Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) damage on wheel and rail surfaces have been a concern with the rail operators. Currently, the most common maintenance strategies to manage the rail-wheel contact on curved tracks are through lubrication and Rail Grinding (RG) (Spiryagin et al. 2014).

There is a good correlation among the type of damage (head checks, spalling marks), the number of RG operations, the profile of the rail, the curve radius and curve’s superelevation. The number of RG operations increased with higher superelevations and decreased with larger curve radii (Cuervo et al. 2015). A rail passenger vehicle model was used to examine the wheel damage mechanism on three typical curved tracks (Tao et al. 2013). The results indicate that the total creep force on the wheel of leading wheelset on the low rail of a curved track points to the third quadrant of the Cartesian coordinate system. The creep force easily results in RCF cracks on the wheel surface and their directions are approximately perpendicular to the creep force. As the curve radius decreases, the total creep force observably increases. The effect of curve radius on the RCF cracks propagation of wheel steels under dry conditions was investigated on a wheel-rail testing machine (He et al. 2014). The results indicated that with a decrease in curve radius the following effects occurred; the wear volume of wheel steels increased, the plastic flow layer became thicker and uneven, and the fatigue crack propagation of wheel steel intensified.

Generally, a balloon loop is a railway track that consists of a group of sharp curves with different radii. Therefore, the wagon dynamics on a balloon loop is similar to that in a sharp curved track. When a wagon is negotiating a curved track, the wheelset movement and the wheel–rail contact will change noticeably. This change can intensify the wagon and track dynamic in-
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teractions leading to severe rail damage and potential wagon derailment due to the severe change of track alignment and geometry with or without the presence of rail defects (Remennikov, Kaewunruen 2008). On sharp curved tracks, a common defect that may occur on the low rail is the spalling defect which is mainly formed in the centre of rail top. On the high rail, severe side wear and plastic flow may occur, and the profile changes conforming to the flange shape mostly due to the effect of wheel sliding. Sometimes, RCF defects develop on the gauge corner of the high rail mostly due to the effect of high contact stresses. The initial stage of RCF is identified with gauge corner checking cracks which increase in size and develop into intermediate and severe stages of checking cracks and spalling. Rail corrugations may also appear on curved tracks. The influence of different radius and super-elevation parameters on the rail corrugation was analysed (Sun, Simson 2008) and the results showed that the radius size was a larger factor, while the influence of super-elevation was not obvious. In general, smaller radius curved tracks result in flange wear, while more moderate radius ones result in RCF defects. There is a correlation between wear rates and RCF defects, high wear rates may reduce RCF defects and vice versa. Currently, the studies on the wheel–rail dynamic interaction of curved track are not rigorously and systematically performed (Wang et al. 2014). Currently, the accepted approaches to prevent or minimise rail damage are by the application of RG and/or lubrication.

An optimisation strategy for the design of RG profiles to be used on heavy-haul railway curves was suggested by Zhai et al. (2014). The authors claimed the wheel–rail dynamic interactions were clearly improved and the rail side wear was alleviated by 30–40% when using new grinding profile. This was accomplished by first increasing the Rolling Radius Difference (RRD) between the high and low wheels to a value as large as possible which improved the creep steering ability, thus reducing both the wheelset attack angle and the side wear. Secondly, matching the wheel and rail profile reduces the wheel–rail contact stress, thus mitigating the RCF defects.

Rail lubrication of curves was widely introduced in Sweden during the 1970’s to reduce the high wear rate of gauge faces in sharp curved tracks. The first tests performed in Sweden showed that lubrication decreased wear rates by roughly 10 times (Waara et al. 2004). Preventive grinding in combination with lubrication has been the most efficient way to avoid fast degrading of curved rail track. As lubrication is often applied on the high rail to reduce wear, the creep force on the high rail becomes saturated and this may drive the wheel–rail contact on the low rail into a roll-slip oscillation (Törstensson, Nielsen 2011). Field test results show that top of rail lubrication on the low rail has the effect of greatly reducing lateral force, and sliding between wheel and rail could be significantly reduced. High rail gauge corner lubrication increases lateral force and decreases the kinetic friction coefficient (Ishida, Aoki 2004).

In this paper, the GENSYS (DEsolver 2017) multi-body software is used to simulate wagon dynamic behaviours in order to investigate the wheel–rail wear damage on a balloon loop track. The effect of curve radius, curve cant and speed on the wheel–rail wear are examined. Solutions to reduce the wheel–rail wear are suggested.

1. Wheel–rail wear

To investigate the mechanisms behind wheel–rail RCF and wear, a lot of the theoretical studies and experiments have been conducted. Wheel–rail contact wear was simulated using Archard’s law (Telliskivi, Olofsson 2004). Archard’s law is applicable only in the slip region of the contact patch and assumes that the volume of worn material $V_{wear} \ [m^3]$ is proportional to the normal contact force $N \ [N]$ and the sliding distance $d \ [m]$, and inversely proportional to the hardness $H \ [N/m^2]$ of the softer of the two materials in contact. The amount of wheel–rail contact wear is calculated using Archard’s law combined with FASTSIM (Johansson et al. 2011). To obtain the wear model, that is the dependence of the wear rate from the contact parameters, simulation of wear between wheel flange and side face of the railhead when a vehicle moving in a curve was used. Performing such simulation requires similarities of wear mechanisms characterized by the wear rate, worn surface features, size, morphology, and colour of wear debris. The wear rate was studied as a function of $p \cdot \lambda$, parameter, where $p$ is the contact pressure [MPa] and $\lambda$ is the relative slippage (Zakharov, Zharov 2002). Wear was investigated in terms of wear rate under different working conditions (Donzella et al. 2005). The physical understanding of wear mechanisms is, however, far from a mathematical description of the damage rate.

Different from the definition of the wear rate, for wheel–rail wear prediction, the wear number $T_\gamma / A$ was first introduced by the early British Rail researchers (Harvey, McEwen 1986), who defined it as the energy expended per unit distance travelled calculated for each wheel–rail contact ($T_\gamma / A$), where: $A$ is the wheel–rail contact patch area $[mm^2])$. $T_\gamma$ was defined as the dot product of creep force and creepage $[J/m]$ or $[N]$ (Resonate Group Ltd 2016) based on the experimental work, which has shown that the amount of metal removed through wear is proportional to the energy expended in the wheel–rail contact. The wear of wheel–rail contact can therefore be studied by calculating the wear number $T_\gamma / A$ for a range of curve radii representing the conditions on a real railway line. Therefore, a wear index can be defined, which is related to the $T_\gamma$ (Resonate Group Ltd 2016) as follows:

\[
Wear \ Index = \begin{cases} 
T_\gamma \cdot 0.005 & \text{for mild wear, } T_\gamma < 160; \\
T_\gamma \cdot 0.025 - 3.2 & \text{for severe wear, } T_\gamma \geq 160.
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

Based on the $T_\gamma$, the wheel profile wear can be predicted (Pearce, Sherratt 1991). From the time history of the response, the position of the contact on the
wheel and the wheel–rail creep forces and creepages are correlated and summed to give a material loss distribution across the wheel profile and hence a small change in profile shape. The optimal design of wheel profile for railway vehicles considered the minimum wear of wheels, rails and stability of wheelset and cost efficiency of design (Shevtsov et al. 2005), in respect of $T_r$. A new wear map to improve the wear index in higher stresses and slips was developed to predict wheel profile evolution due to wear (Braghin et al. 2006).

Wheel–rail contact wear has been a great concern of the railway industries around the world and the cost of rail replacement and repairs due to wear and RCF has been great. For example, the railroad industry in the United States of America spends approximately $2 billion USD annually on rail replacement and repairs (Hernández et al. 2007).

2. Multi-body rail wagon modelling

A typical freight wagon model from GENSYS (Sun et al. 2011, 2012) is shown in Figure 1. This model includes 11 masses – one wagon car body, 2 bolsters, 4 sideframes and 4 wheelsets, which are modelled as rigid bodies with six degrees of freedom. The basic wagon parameters are given in Table.

A new wheel profile called WPR 2000 (ESR 0332:2010) and a new rail profile called AS60 (EMRAILS 2016) are selected, as shown in Figure 2. The profiles are popular with railway organisations in Australia.

2.1. Connection between wagon car body and two bogies

Centre bowl torsional friction is modelled as four vertical ($Z$) stiffness elements associated with a two-dimensional ($X–Y$) friction block at each stiffness element. Centre bowl rim friction is modelled by two longitudinal $X$ stiffness elements associated with one-dimensional ($Y$) friction block at each stiffness element. Lateral constraint is modelled by one lateral stiffness element and material damping is modelled by one three-dimensional damper.

2.2. Connection of side bearer between wagon car body and bolster

One vertical ($Z$) damping element and one vertical ($Z$) stiffness element associated with two-dimensional ($X–Y$) horizontal friction block.

Table. Wagon basic data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Mass [kg]</th>
<th>Mass moment of inertia [kg·m²]</th>
<th>Mass centre coordinates [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{xx}$ $I_{yy}$ $I_{zz}$</td>
<td>$X$ $Y$ $Z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>10201.8</td>
<td>22900</td>
<td>318320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>117400</td>
<td>181240</td>
<td>1550960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelset 1</td>
<td>1731.8</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>135.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelset 2</td>
<td>1731.8</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>135.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideframe 1r</td>
<td>816.3</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>208.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideframe 1l</td>
<td>816.3</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>208.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolster 1</td>
<td>1103.9</td>
<td>400.1</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelset 3</td>
<td>1731.8</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>135.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelset 3</td>
<td>1731.8</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>135.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideframe 2r</td>
<td>816.3</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>208.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideframe 2l</td>
<td>816.3</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>208.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolster 2</td>
<td>1103.9</td>
<td>400.1</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Modelling of a typical heavy haul wagon in GENSYS: a – wagon model; b – bogie model
2.3. Secondary suspensions

Each secondary suspension between bolster and sideframe is considered. The spring nest is modelled as two vertical (Z) coil-springs in parallel with the longitudinal distance of 0.28 m and two corresponding three-dimensional damping elements. Longitudinal constraint is provided by one longitudinal (X) bumpstop. Lateral constraint is provided by one lateral (Y) bumpstop. Each friction wedge between bolster and sideframe is modelled as a massless block and the exact triangle shape is considered.

2.4. Primary suspensions

The primary suspension is modelled as two vertical (Z) contact stiffness elements laterally separated by 120 mm on each axle box. The separation provides roll stiffness to side-frame and yaw friction moment, which is associated with one two-dimensional (X–Y) horizontal friction block at each element. One three-dimensional (X–Y–Z) viscous damping element is included in the model together with one longitudinal bumpstop and one lateral bumpstop.

2.5. Wheel–rail contact

A standard function in GENSYS (DEsolver 2017) was used for the modelling of a wheel–rail contact interaction as shown in Figure 3. Three springs represent three contact points such as top of rail cp1; gauge corner cp2 and gauge face cp3 contacts. These three different contact points can be in contact simultaneously. The calculations of creep forces are made in a lookup table calculated by Fasim. The coefficient of friction for dry conditions was assumed to be 0.5 based on an AAR/TTCI study (Chiddick, Eadie 1999). In GENSYS, the equation 

\[ F_{nu} = creep \times creep \text{ force}, \]

which is the sum of all contact surfaces, is sometimes denoted \( T_\gamma \), \([\text{m}]/[\text{N}]\) or \([\text{N}]\). However, the spin and spin moment can be calculated in GENSYS, therefore, in this paper, the calculated \( T_\gamma \) includes \( spins \times spin \text{ moments} \) at three contact surfaces #1, #2 and #3.

The output \( T_\gamma \) in Equation (1) from GENSYS for a wheel–rail contact can be expressed as:

\[ T_\gamma = \sum \left( T_{yi} \cdot \gamma_{yi} + T_{xi} \cdot \gamma_{xi} + M_{zi} \cdot \omega_{zi} \right), \]

\[ i = cp1, cp2, cp3, \] (2)

where: \( T \) and \( M \) are the longitudinal/lateral creep force and spin creep moment components at a contact point; \( \gamma \) and \( \omega \) are the longitudinal/lateral and spin creepage components at a contact point. The output \( T_\gamma \) will be the sum of all contact points.

The above vehicle model can be considered to be reliable because it was generated based on a GENSYS rail vehicle model, which was compared and validated during Manchester Benchmark tests.

3. Hypothetical track (balloon loop)

A hypothetical balloon loop track layout is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the balloon loop track is comprised of four curved sections, with the curve radii being 495, 200, 300 and 400 m. The track is standard gauge with a cant of 0 mm, and was considered as an ideal loop track without track irregularities. Only dry condition was evaluated for the three wheel–rail contacts using a friction coefficient of 0.5. The hypothetical balloon loop track was assumed as a new track. Therefore, no track irregularities were considered in the paper. Because the operational speeds on the balloon loop are very low, the implementation of track irregularities would not lead into significant changes in results.
4. Simulations and Results

The simulations are conducted with the comprehensive wagon model described in Section 3 and running on the balloon loop track described in Section 4. Starting from the curve with $R_1 = 495$ m and finishing the curve with $R_4 = 400$ m at the low speeds, e.g., 5, 10 and 15 km/h. The simulation results in the wear index for every wheel–rail contact described in Equation (1). Figure 5 shows the wear indexes on all wheel–rail contacts of the wagon at the speed of 10 km/h. The left graph shows the wear indexes on the leading bogie while the right graph shows the wear indexes on the trailing bogie. $B_1$ and $B_2$ represent the leading and trailing bogies, $W_1$ and $W_2$ represent the leading and trailing wheelsets in a bogie, and $R$ and $L$ represent the right and left wheels on a wheelset. From the left graph of Figure 5, the high rail on the curve with radius $R_1 = 495$ m, both high and low rails on the curves with radii $R_2 = 200$ m and $R_3 = 300$ m, and the high rail on the curve with radius $R_4 = 400$ m are suffered from the severe wear as the wear indexes on these rails are greatly larger than $0.8 - (160 \times 0.025 - 3.2 = 0.8$ based on Equation (1)). The high rail wear is very severe because the high rail usually has two or three point contacts, causing severe gauge corner wear. From the right graph of Figure 5, it can be seen that the wear indexes caused by the trailing bogie are much smaller than those by the leading bogie.

Based on Figure 5, it can be observed that the wear indexes on each wheelset are quite different. Generally, the leading wheelset on each bogie plays a significant role on the wheel–rail contact wear damage. Generally, on the curve with smaller radius, a larger wear index on each wheelset occurs. However, due to the wagon dynamic behaviours during curving, the wear index on the right wheel of trailing wheelset on the trailing bogie is smaller on the curve with radius $R_2 = 200$ m than those on the curves with radii $R_3 = 300$ m and $R_4 = 400$ m from the right graph of Figure 5.
4.1. Effect of curve radius

In order to visualise the overall effect of track curve on the wheel–rail contact wear, the relationship between the sum of wear indexes on all wheelsets of both bogies on a curve and the curve radius is plotted and shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Sum of wear indexes and curve radius](image)

From Figure 6, if the curve radius is reduced from 400 to 300 m, the sum of wear indexes is increased by 34% while if it is from 300 to 200 m, the sum of wear indexes is increased by 56%.

4.2. Effect of wagon speed

Because the operation of a train on a balloon loop track is required at the low speed, the wagon speed in the study is limited to speeds under 15 km/h. Hence, the simulations at the speeds of 5, 10 and 15 km/h are conducted, and the wear indexes for all wheels on the 200 m radius curve are shown in Figure 7.

The comparative wear indexes on the 200 m radius curve for the leading and trailing bogies are provided in Figure 7. From Figure 6, it can be observed that when the speed is increased from 5 to 15 km/h, the wear indexes on the B1W1R, B1W2R, B2W1R and B2W2R wheels were slightly increased. Therefore, when subjected to an increase of speed from 5 to 15 km/h on a curved track of 200 m radius, the additional wear on the high rail was evident but not significant.

4.3. Effect of curve superelevation

The curved track superelevation calculation is based on a main line track geometric design (ARTC 2015). The superelevation is calculated using the following equation:

\[ V = \sqrt{\frac{R \cdot E_e}{11.82}} \]

where: \( V \) is the speed [km/h]; \( R \) is the radius of curve [m]; \( E_e \) is the equilibrium superelevation [mm]. Generally, the applied superelevation is obtained by subtracting the cant deficiency from the equilibrium superelevation. In a main line track geometric design (ARTC 2015), the cant deficiency is normally taken as 25 mm where track is designed for a controlled system with basically one operation and hence a choice of superelevation and cant deficiency. This requirement is in line with the principle that a level of positive deficiency is desirable to promote consistent vehicle tracking.

If the speed of 10 km/h is considered for the calculation, the considered equilibrium superelevation will be 6, 4, 3 and 2.5 mm for the curves with radii of 200, 300, 400 and 495 m respectively, which are much less than the cant deficiency. Therefore, the cant deficiency cannot be applied. The equilibrium superelevation is considered the same as the track superelevation without consideration of the cant deficiency.

The comparative wear indexes on the 200 m radius curve for the leading and trailing bogies with and without consideration of the track superelevation are provided in Figure 8. In Figure 8, the first group of wear indexes at \( V = 10 \text{ km/h} \) is from the simulations without consideration of track cant at any curve in the balloon loop. The remaining three groups at speeds of \( V = 5, 10 \) and 15 km/h are from the simulations with consideration of track cants mentioned previously.
it can be seen that the wear indexes are not changed significantly after comparing two groups at \( V = 10 \) km/h. The change pattern of wear indexes as the speed increases is almost the same with and without consideration of track cants.

### 4.4. Effect of wheel–rail contact friction coefficient

It is well known, that a lower friction coefficient between wheel and rail results in less wheel–rail rolling contact wear. The reduction of friction coefficient can be realised by adding a lubrication medium, for example, water, oil, etc. Generally, on curved tracks there are two contact points on the high rail (the gauge corner and top), and one contact point on the low rail (on the top). The simulations are carried out at the speed of 15 km/h with the friction coefficients of the three contact points being reduced from 0.5 (dry condition) to 0.1 (oil lubrication). Figure 9 shows the resulting wear indexes when using a friction coefficient of 0.2.

Compared with Figure 5, it can be seen from Figure 9 that the all wear indexes were significantly decreased. For example, for the wheel B1W1R, the maximum wear index value of 66 in dry condition is reduced to about 33 with lubrication, resulting in a reduction of 50%. In order to visually compare the overall effect of wheel–rail friction coefficients on the wheel–rail contact wear, the relationship between the sums of wear indexes on all wheelsets of both bogies on the balloon loop track is plotted and shown in Figure 10.

From Figure 10, the wear indexes are significantly reduced from the dry condition (\( \mu = 0.5 \)) to the oily condition (\( \mu = 0.1 \)) on all curves. For example, on the curve with radius of 200 m, the wear index decreases from 162 to 20. However, the reduction rate on a curve is slightly different from each other. From the curve radius of 200, 300, 400 and 495 m, the reduction rates are 87.7, 92, 93.5 and 88.7% respectively. Among them, the reduction of wear index is the most effective on the curve with radius of 400 m.

Further simulations were conducted under the same conditions except for a friction coefficient reduction to one contact point only and the other two points retained the previous dry condition (\( \mu = 0.5 \)). For example, if the friction coefficient on the high rail gauge corner was reduced only, both the high and low rail tops are always kept in dry condition (\( \mu = 0.5 \)). From the simulations, it was found that the friction coefficient reduction on the top of the high rail contributes the most reduction of wear index. Figure 11 shows the sum of wear indexes on all wheelsets of both bogies on the balloon loop track under the condition of friction coefficient being \( \mu = 0.1 \) on the high rail top.

From Figure 11, the curve radii of 200, 300, 400 and 495 m, the wear indexes were approximately 20, 8.5, 5 and 5 respectively, as shown in Figure 10.

**Figure 8.** Wear indexes with consideration of the cant: a – on leading bogie; b – on trailing bogie

**Figure 9.** Wear indexes due to the wheel flange lubrication: a – on leading bogie; b – on trailing bogie
5. Discussion

The simulations for wheel–rail wear in a hypothetical balloon loop track were conducted. The simulation results show that the leading bogie had more wheel–rail wear than the trailing bogie. Similarly, the leading wheelset in a bogie had more wheel–rail wear than the trailing wheelset. Generally, as the curved track radius reduces, the severity of wheel–rail wear increases. The wheel–rail wear on the high rail is higher than that on the low rail. Whether or not the larger superelevation on a loop track is applied deserves attention.

For further investigation on predicting the wheel and rail worn profiles in a balloon loop track, it is obviously not suitable to use the wear index, however, some available wheel–rail wear functions (Tassini et al. 2010; Pombo et al. 2011) will be useful such as:

- the British Rail Research function (or Derby’s equation) to calculate the material loss;
- the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) function to calculate the volume of worn material;
- the University of Sheffield function to calculate the wear rate.

In the normal procedure for the design of curved track, the applied cant is determined by subtracting the cant deficiency from the equilibrium superelevation. However, in the balloon loop operation at the low speed less than 15 km/h, the calculated equilibrium superelevation is small and the cant deficiency cannot be applied. If the equilibrium superelevation is used, the wear indexes do not change significantly at the different speeds. From the simulations with an equilibrium superelevation, the wear on high rail is higher than that on the low rail. Whether or not the larger superelevation on a loop track is applied deserves attention.

Conclusions

A study on wheel–rail contact wear of slow speed balloon loop track was performed. A wagon dynamic system model has been applied and its dynamic behaviours were simulated using GENSYS package to interpret the wear conditions between the rail/wheel interfaces. The effects of some important parameters on the wheel–rail contact wear have also been conducted.

The simulated wear index on a hypothetical balloon loop track indicates that the track was subjected to very severe wear based on the wear index definition. The study shows that severe wear was mainly located on the gauge corner of the high rail of the curve.

The effect of curve radius on the wear index is significant, and with the reduction of curve radius, the wear index was increased exponentially. However, the change of speed under the low speed of 15 km/h did not significantly affect the wheel–rail contact wear indexes. Furthermore, if the curves in the loop are considered with track superelevation calculated at the condition of speed $V = 15$ km/h, the wear indexes on the canted loop track do not significantly change compared with those on the loop track without superelevation.

The effect of wheel–rail contact friction coefficient to the wear index is also significant. If the friction coefficient is reduced from 0.5 (dry condition) to 0.1 (oily condition) on all wheel–rail contact points, the wear index will be decreased. For example, with 93.5% reduction on the curved track section with radius of 400 m. Further simulations show that the friction coefficient on the top of the high rail plays a major role in overall reduction of wear index with speeds less than or equal to 15 km/h.
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